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Listening

Write a short report about a solo / ensemble / group / orchestral piece. Say why you like it and why you •	
have chosen it. Explain if it features your instrument / voice
Perform using elements of music, and discriminate between these elements•	
Sing two scales chosen by your teacher. Recognise the major scale when played•	
Understand notation and rhythms introduced by your teacher•	
Listen to and sing / play back a short four bar phrase played by your teacher•	

Performing and Communicating

Perform as part of a group in a concert•	
Perform two of your three graded pieces, with accompaniment, to an audience  •	
Have a record of sustained practice over at least 10 weeks (4 sessions a week)•	

Your Teacher or Head Teacher will present your certificate to you.    
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Technical

Describe and demonstrate good posture•	
Perform a warm up / scales and describe why this is important•	
Perform four scales and arpeggios chosen by your teacher. These may include major  •	
scales, minor scales (natural / harmonic or melodic) plus blues scales. See weblink below for details.
Demonstrate good articulation and co-ordination over the scales•	
Display control of simple technical aspects throughout the range of notes•	

Skills award
Level 3

Playing music

Compose an balanced eight bar phrase (written or improvised). Your teacher may give you a starting •	
point. Perform using musical elements. You are encouraged to improvise via Pentatonic or Blues  
Perform three pieces from a recognised Grade 3 music syllabus. These should be performed to a high •	
standard and moderated by your teacher
Perform a level 1 piece from sight  •	
Work out and perform a well known melody from sight•	

I confirm that this student has practised consistently on a weekly basis.

(Parent / Guardian)

Supporting material can be found at www.gloucestershiremusic.co.uk/FORMS__DOWNLOADS/GM_AWARDS.aspx




